
Implementing a Single Customer View solution 
is often perceived as a tough job. It is indeed a 
complicated process; it usually takes a lot of 
time and it is more than likely that you’ll run into 
a hurdle or two along the way. But with the right 
approach and solution, it really doesn’t have to be 
such an ordeal.

At Human Inference we are well aware that for a 
successful Single Customer View, data quality 
is key. That’s why we help organizations bring 
order to the chaos of data: we deal with data 
with differing levels of data quality, a variety of 
data formats as well as data stored in multiple, 
disparate systems. The result is one consolidated 
system which holds only high-quality data that is 
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standardized and stored in the same format and 
which leaves no room for duplicates: a Single 
Customer View. 

A Single Customer View will not happen 
overnight, but that should not stop you from 
starting today! A trusted consolidated view of 
your customer data is crucial for the success of 
your organization: a Single Customer View will 
help you deliver exceptional customer experience 
by truly knowing your customer. 
Human Inference DataHub allows you to create 
a Single Customer View, based on high-quality 
data you can trust, in as little as 110 days! This 
factsheet explains how to make it happen.
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3 DAYS 
 OF WORKSHOPS

In this first step, workshops will be planned to define 
all business requirements. In those workshops, your 
organization and Human Inference together will define: 
 
Architecture, the position of Human Inference DataHub 
within your infrastructure

3-3-3 CONCEPT 
 
Based on implementation experience with customers, our Professional Services Organization created a best practice 
approach to implement a Single Customer View. This approach is based on the 3-3-3 concept:

Format of the Golden Record(s), e.g. for Persons and 
Organizations, the definition of your data model

Source data layout and requirements, which source data 
will be integrated (in which format) and how this data will be 
transformed and cleansed

Matching rules, business rules as to how to detect 
(potential) duplicates

Merge rules, how to merge found duplicates together into a 
single Golden Record
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3 WEEKS  
OF PREPARATION

Installation of Human Inference DataHub with an 
out of the box, standard configuration in the first 
environment

Analysis of all source data to gain insight in the 
structure and quality of this source data

Configuration of Human Inference DataHub, 
customization based on the outcome of the 
workshops and analysis of the data

3 MONTHS  
OF IMPLEMENTATION

 
Onboarding of all source data

Offboarding of data, for further analysis or usage by other systems

Fine-tuning the configuration to meet the business requirements where needed

Testing, including Acceptance testing

Deployment of solution to a production environment.

In addition, refinement workshops for fine-tuning of cleansing, matching rules and merging rules might be needed.



For over 30 years, Human Inference is the 
European market leader in data quality 
solutions, with a strong customer base in the 
Benelux, Germany and the UK. The software 
solutions are based on natural language 
processing and contain a core of knowledge to 
provide our customers with the best solution 
possible. Our data quality solutions and 
expertise allow enterprises and governments 
to manage the quality of their customer data 
assets and create a single customer view to 
help comply with rules and regulations, 
enable operational excellence, and improve 
customer interaction. 
 
 
To learn more about Human Inference,  
please visit humanInference.com

Combining those 3 days, 3 weeks and 3 months will result in a Single Customer View that is up and running within an 
implementation timeframe of approximately 110 days.

This implementation approach is based on a stepwise approach. Start with your most important channels and systems and use 
the data from those systems to set up a first version of your Single Customer View. Once this is up and running, you can add 
additional channels or systems to enhance and extend your single view on your customers.

The actual implementation length will depend / be affected by several factors, including complexity of the data models and 
business rules, number and type of source systems, data volume and resource availability.
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